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Dear reader,
The email received this afternoon, which follows, provokes me to express the next brief personal
observations in public on why the peoples of R. Serbia and F. R. Yugoslavia, and Serbian people are not
responsible for what Mr. Slobodan Miloshevitch, his Governments and supporting Parties, were doing and
why he, and all other citizens of these countries, should be returned from Hague to Belgrade.
In view of the Decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of F. R. Yugoslavia of November 2001,
the Governments of R. Serbia and of F. R. Yugoslavia are obliged to get as soon as possible returned Mr.
Slobodan Miloshevitch to Belgrade. They should demand his return, as well as the return of all other citizens
of R. Serbia and/or of F. R. Yugoslavia, from Hague to Belgrade without any further delay. His and their
extradition to the Court of Hague was against the Constitutions of R. Serbia and of F. R. Yugoslavia. These
states are constitutionally obliged to protect their citizens and to enable them fair judgments in the domestic
country. He and they should be judged fairly and publicly in Belgrade.
Mr. Slobodan Miloshevitch has been constitutionally responsible to the people of R. Serbia and of F.
R. Yugoslavia.
If the Court of Hague had been legitimately established and constituted, if it has been a fair and a
really international Court of Justice and Freedom, then it would have considered responsibilities of all those
who have been responsible for the war in (ex - S. F. R.) Yugoslavia and/or suspected for involvement in
crimes in Yugoslavia nevertheless what are their citizenships, nationalities, religions, wealth, reputations,
political attitudes and/or state positions. Just to mention Presidents of other five Republics of Yugoslavia, the
President of the Federal Government of Yugoslavia and the President of the Federal Parliament of
Yugoslavia (1990 – 1992), as well as those Presidents and Governments of the NATO countries who and
which were forcing the unconstitutional separation of the four republics from Yugoslavia and/or were
leading and ordering the bombardments and occupation of Republika Srpska and/or of Serbia, as well as the
bombardment of Montenegro.
Mr. Miloshevitch did neither get support of majority of people of R. Serbia at the elections of 1992
nor of people of F. R. Yugoslavia when he was elected by the F. R. Y. Parliament (not by people) in an
irregular procedure for the President of F. R. Yugoslavia. The real attitude of the people of R. Serbia and of
F. R. Yugoslavia to Mr. Miloshevitch finally, after all the demonstrations of March 1991 and 1992 in
Belgrade, and throughout Serbia for three months 1996/1997, got opportunity to appear in public on 22
September 2000 and to become effective on 5 October 2000. He was ignoring all: the interest, the will and
the attitude of the people, and the Constitutions. For example: he, together with the Presidents of all other
five Republics of Yugoslavia ignored the Constitution of Yugoslavia by usurping the competence of the
Federal Parliament of Yugoslavia (1990 – 1992) (which eased the occidental Governments and Presidents to
ignore the Constitution of Yugoslavia in spite their countries were recognizing officially Yugoslavia, hence
its Constitution); he unconstitutionally accepted the competence and the responsibility to represent another
state when he was the President of R. Serbia; he publicly ignored completely the decision of the people’s
referendum of 1998.
What are justifications to transfer responsibilities for what he was doing to the people of Serbia, to
the people of F. R. Y., and to Serbian people?

If somebody should share responsibilities with him, then those who were supporting and/or
executing the unconstitutional and/or illegitimate attitude, decisions and moves of Mr. Miloshevitch as the
President of R. Serbia and of F. R. Yugoslavia should share the responsibilities with him. They should not
continue trying to escape such a share by representing their responsibilities as the responsibilities of the
people of R. Serbia, of the people of F. R. Yugoslavia and/or of Serbian people.
The same holds for the Court of Hague: it should not have unjustifiably transferred the
responsibilities of Mr. Miloshevitch to the people of R. Serbia, to the people of F. R. Yugoslavia and/or to
Serbian people.
The Court in Belgrade is in charge to consider and to decide about the responsibilities of citizens of
R. Serbia and of F. R. Yugoslavia, hence of Mr. Slobodan Miloshevitch, as well as of all other their citizens
extradited to the Court of Hague.
The Governments of R. Serbia and of F. R. Yugoslavia should not continue ignoring their one Court,
which becomes then the ignorance of the state and of the people including the ignorance of the Governments
themselves.
The occidental media that aim to fairly inform their public should join those, like consistent "Balkan
Info" in France, which have been correctly informing their readers, their audience.
The above observations might be helpful to the ICTY to reject the transfer of the accusations against
Mr. Slobodan Miloshevitch, or against any other person, to the people of R. Serbia, to the people of F. R.
Yugoslavia or to Serbian people.
Lyubomir T. Gruyitch
***
>X-Sender: reflex@pop.xs4all.nl
>X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.5 (32)
>Date: Fri, 08 Feb 2002 13:12:30 +0100
>To: office@globalreflexion.org
>From: TARGETS <redactie@targets.org>
>Subject: Public Meeting Defend Milosevic
>
>International Committee to Defend Slobodan Milosevic (ICDSM)
>www.icdsm.org
>
>HE WILL NOT BE SILENCED
>
>On February 12, the ICTY will start the so-called trial against President
>Slobodan Milosevic. This takes place after many years during which
>President Milosevic and the Serbian people have been demonized on a scale
>of magnitude and intensity never seen before.
>
>After being kidnapped by NATO, with the support of the present Yugoslav
>government, President Milosevic has been subjected to humiliation and
>violations of human rights. In particular, he has been denied the right to
>meet and communicate with advisors of his choice including attorneys who
>are legally challenging his kidnapping. He has been forbidden the basic
>right to communicate with the press although the so-called prosecution
>routinely spreads lies about him through the mass media.
>
>President Milosevic has become the archtypical political prisoner of the
>New World Order.
>
>Why can't President Milosevic speak to the media and communicate with the
>outside world? Because NATO-leaders and the functionaries of the puppet
>Tribunal are afraid of this leader whom they have caged, and the vast
>forces he inspires and represents.
>
>On the one hand NATO needs this trial to justify their aggression against

>Yugoslavia, to intimidate other leaders and ordinary people from defending
>national sovereignty and social justice, and to convict the Serbian people
>for the wars in Yugoslavia. Then they can impose billions in phony war
>reparations, crushing the Serbian people under an impossible debt.
>
>But on the other hand, NATO fears Milosevic. He is not playing his
>prescribed role, accepting a guilt he does not own and pleading for mercy.
> Instead he tells the truth: that NATO used Ustashe, Islamist and Albanian
>terrorists - the same people Hitler used in World War II - to attack
>Yugoslavia so they could subjugate the Balkans.
>
>Milosevic's marvelous dignity, his refusal to be an obedient slave, and his
>honest words are NATO's nightmare.
>
>The International Committee to Defend Slobodan Milosevic (ICDSM), composed
>of thousands of persons from all over the world, aims to inform public
>opinion about the real events surrounding the breakup Yugoslavia and the
>nature of the puppet Hague 'Tribunal.'
>
>To this end, the ICDSM calls a meeting, Monday, February 11, in Amsterdam
>Location:
Krasnapolski, St Johnsrooml II, Dam 9, Amsterdam
>
>Time:
20.00 uur - 22.00 hour
>Entrance
3.00 euro
>
>With participation of:
>* Jaime Ballesteros, OSPAAAL, Spain
>* Prof. Dr. Aldo Bernardini, professor of international law, Italy
>* Christopher Black, attorney, Canada
>* Jared Israel, Editor, The Emperor's New Clothes, USA
>* Vladimir Krsljanin, international secretary SPS, Yugoslavia
>* Nico Steijnen, attorney, The Netherlands
>* Jacques Verges, attorney, France
>* Nico Varkevisser, editor in chief of TARGETS monthly paper
>* Tiphaine Dickson, attorney, Canada
>
>The language of the meeting will be English
>
>'By adding three lies, one does not get the truth - only a bigger lie'
>- Slobodan Milosevic, January 30, 2002
>
>HE WILL NOT BE SILENCED
>
>Amsterdam, February 8, 2002.
>
>International Committee to Defend Slobodan Milosevic
>www.icdsm.org
>
>Contact in The Netherlands: office@globalreflexion.org
>
>Sloterkade 20 - 1058 HE Amsterdam - The Netherlands
>Ph. ++ 31 20 615 1122 - Fax: ++ 31 20 615 1120
>
>THE ICDSM RELIES ON CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SUPPORTERS TO PAY EXPENSES
>
>You may support the work of the ICDSM with a contribution by credit card by
>calling in Amsterdam 31 20 6151122 or in the U.S. 1 617 916-1705
>
>Or mail a check to:
>ICDSM

>831 Beacon St., #295

>Newton Centre, MA 02459 (USA)

